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PO1.
The gradrates will demonstrate the ability to critically analyse political events,
ideologies, and institutions, applying theoretical frameworks to evaluate the
implications of political decisions and policies

PO2.
The course possesses strong whtten and verbal communication skills,
enabling them to express political ideas coherently and persuasively and
engage in informed discussions on political issues

PO3.
The  graduates  will  acquire  the  necessary  administrative  skills  to  plan,
organise,    and    implement    public    policies    effectively,    demonstrating
proflciency in public service management

PO4.
It demonstrates an understanding of ethical principles in public administration,
exhibiting leadership qualities that prioritise transparency, accountability, and
fairness in decision-making

PO5.
Historical Analysis  and Interpretation possess  advanced  skills in historical
analysis, allowing students to critically interpret and evaluate historical events,
trends, and developments

PO6.
Demonstrates    competence    in    historical    research    methodologies    and
documentation,   contributing   to   the   preservation   and   dissemination   of
historical knowledge

PO7.
It develops the ability to analyse spatial patterns, processes, and relationships
using geographic information systems (GIS) and other tools to understand and
solve real-world problems

PO8.

Environmental sustainability knowledge demonstrates a deep understanding
of environlnental issues and sustainability, applying geographical concepts to
address challenges related to climate change, resource management, and urban
planning

PO9.
The students will be skilled in conducting sociological research, employing
both qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate social phenomena and
trends

PO 10.
It will demonstrate a critical understanding of social structures, inequalities,
and dynamics, analysing the impact of social institutions on individuals and
communities

Poll.
The graduates will be adept at critically analysing literary works,
demonstrating an understanding of different literary theories and applying
them to interpret texts



PO 12.
Helps students to possess strong whting skills, enabling them to
communicate effectively, express complex ideas, and craft persuasive
arguments in various literary genes

po 13.
Develops proficiency in economic analysis, utilising economic theories and
Quantitative methods to evaluate economic phenomena and propose
infomed solutions

P0 14.
It helps to critically evaluate economic policies, considering their impact on
various stakeholders and proposing evidence-based recommendations for
policy improvement

PO 15.
Develops proficiency in conducting psychological research, demonstrating
the ability to design studies, collect and analyse data, and draw meaningful
conclusions

PO 16.
Graduates will possess a comprehensive understanding of human behaviour
and mental processes equipped to apply psychological theories and research
methods in various contexts

P0 17.
Students will develop the ability to analyse data, identify trends, and make
evidence-based decisions across various sectors

P0 18.
Equips students with the skills for designing, conducting, and evaluating
research using statistical methodologies
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